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Abstract- The potential for dangerous interactions with 
floating debris is a leading consideration when evaluating 
potential sites for deployment of hydrokinetic power 
systems, yet to date, relatively little research effort has been 
directed towards developing and proving effective devices 
and systems for protecting turbines from floating debris. 
This paper presents and discusses results from a series of 
1/10 scale model experiments conducted by the National 
Research Council, Canada, working in collaboration with 
New Energy Corp, in which the effectiveness of six different 
debris barriers was assessed in steady flows up to 3 m/s. 
This research contributes important new knowledge 
concerning the performance of debris mitigation systems for 
use with floating hydrokinetic turbines deployed in rivers, 
estuaries and coastal waters. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Hydrokinetic turbine systems deployed in rivers, estuaries or 
coastal waters are exposed to many hazards that can degrade 
their operational performance and viability. Harmful 
interactions with debris, either floating or submerged, are 
one such hazard that can have serious and costly 
consequences. Tyler [6] reports that the potential for 
dangerous interactions with floating debris is a leading 
consideration when evaluating potential sites for deployment 
of hydrokinetic power systems. The probability of 
encountering debris, and the type of debris encountered, 
varies widely from one place to another and depends on the 
characteristics of the deployment site and the details of the 
turbine system. Turbines suspended from floating platforms 
are vulnerable to impacts by debris floating at or near the 
surface (see Figure 1), while bottom-mounted systems are 
clearly more vulnerable to neutrally buoyant debris moving 
at greater depths. The likelihood that interaction with debris 
will produce damage or degrade turbine performance is in 
large part dependent on whether the turbine system has been 
engineered with debris mitigation in mind. To be considered 
successful, debris mitigation devices or systems must 
prevent harmful debris interactions with the turbine rotor 

and/or its support structure without diminishing the speed of 
the flow incident to the turbine rotor.  
 

 
Figure 1 : Pile up of surface debris at a floating EnCurrent 
hydrokinetic turbine deployed at Eagle, Alaska (source: [2]) 

 
Woody debris such as logs and branches uprooted and 
washed downstream during floods and storms are probably 
the most common type of hazardous debris at many sites. 
Other types of debris might include nets, trawls and ropes 
lost during commercial fishery operations as well as flotsam 
and jetsam thrown overboard from ships or even ice floes or 
neutrally buoyant sediment-laden ice blocks conveyed 
downriver and into estuaries and coastal waters during 
spring floods. Tyler [6] describes some of the mechanisms 
responsible for the presence of woody debris in rivers and 
also reviews several types of debris mitigation devices 
developed to protect engineered structures (but not turbines) 
in rivers. Toniolo [5] studied the effect of floating debris 
diversion devices on the hydrodynamic conditions in a river. 
Johnson et al. [2,3] report on research focused on 
characterizing river debris and investigating strategies to 
mitigate the impact of debris on hydrokinetic turbines. A 
floating V-shaped debris barrier fitted with a rotating 
cylinder was constructed and tested on the Tanana River 
near Nenana, Alaska. Klaptocz [4] reports some success 
with a floating debris mitigation barrier installed during 
deployment and testing of a floating hydrokinetic power 
system developed by MAVI Innovations at a site in coastal 
British Columbia, Canada.  
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Ensuring that turbine systems can survive repeated 
encounters with debris is a key requirement for the success 
and proliferation of hydrokinetic turbine systems in general, 
and is hence an important area of engineering research. 
Despite this importance, there has been relatively little 
research into developing and proving effective devices and 
systems for protecting hydrokinetic turbines against harmful 
interactions with floating debris. 
 
New Energy Corp. develops and markets a series of smaller 
(up to 250kW) vertical axis 4-bladed hydrokinetic turbines 
and associated electronic equipment. The larger units are 
often installed below a twin-hulled floating platform at sites 
where flow speeds regularly exceed 2 m/s (see Figure 2). 
Interactions with floating debris have caused problems in 
several previous New Energy deployments (see for example 
Figure 1), and developing an effective debris mitigation 
system is recognized as a priority for New Energy in 
particular and the broader tidal and river turbine industry in 
general.  
 

a)  

b)  
Figure 2 : New Energy vertical axis turbine: a) before deployment; 
b) operating in a fast-flowing river. 

 
In 2017 the Ocean, Coastal and River Engineering Research 
Centre (OCRE) of the Canada’s National Research Council 
(NRC) initiated an applied research study to assess and 
improve the performance of debris mitigation systems for 
use in protecting hydrokinetic turbine systems. This paper 
presents and discusses the results from a series of 1/10 scale 
model tests recently completed by NRC as part of this effort. 
The experiments were conducted by NRC working in 
collaboration with New Energy Corp.  

II. EXPERIMENTS 
 

A series of model experiments at 1/10 scale have been 
conducted in steady flows to assess the performance of six 
different debris barrier designs. The experiments were 
conducted in a 2 m wide by 95 m long by up to 3 m deep 
wave-current flume located on the NRC research campus in 
Ottawa, Canada, in which a range of steady flow speeds up 
to 1 m/s can be generated. Standard Froude scaling 
principles were applied to relate conditions and values in the 
physical model to the corresponding conditions and values 
at full scale.  
 
The experimental setup was designed to replicate typical 
conditions in a fast-flowing river where smaller hydrokinetic 
turbines, such as the systems developed by New Energy, are 
typically deployed. The water depth for these experiments 
was set to 0.5 m (5 m at full scale), and the model debris 
barriers were tested in flow speeds up 0.95 m/s (3 m/s at full 
scale).  
 

A. Model Turbine 
 
A faithful scaled replica of New Energy’s EVG-005 floating 
platform and EnviroGen vertical-axis 4-bladed turbine (see 
Figure 2) was fabricated for use in this study. The prototype 
floating platform is 4.6 m long by 2.9 m wide and comprises 
a pair of tubular hulls joined together by a rigid work 
platform. The turbine rotor and PTO system are mounted at 
opposite ends of a 1.6 m long drive shaft that is itself 
supported by a pivot arm mounted transversely across the 
center of the floating platform. A large hole in the forward 
part of the work platform allows the turbine rotor to be 
raised and lowered into the water between the two platform 
hulls. The prototype turbine rotor has a diameter of 1.4 m 
and blade length of 76 cm. The 1/10 scale model of the 
EVG-005 system is shown in Figure 3. In these experiments 
the turbine rotor was stationary (non-rotating).  
 

 
Figure 3 : 1/10 scale model of the EVG-005 turbine and floating 
platform.  
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B. Model Debris 
 
Several types and sizes of natural woody debris were 
prepared for use in the study to represent at scale the range 
of piece sizes and shapes that might be encountered in 
nature, from large trees to smaller branches. Cornett et al [1] 
found that creating model debris from real tree branches 
provides a more realistic simulation of conditions in nature. 
For added realism, the model debris pieces used in this study 
were created from real tree branches complete with knots 
and bends, and not from smooth, straight wooden dowel. 
The properties of the three different classes of model debris 
(named small, medium and large) prepared for use in the 
study are summarized in Table 1 Each piece of debris was 
painted to make them more visible and make it easier to 
track their trajectory. A small “X” made of wood was 
attached to one end of approximately half of the “large” 
debris pieces to simulate the presence of a root wad, see 
Figure 4. 
 
Table 1: Summary of model debris properties  

 
 

 
Figure 4 : Roughly half of the larger debris pieces were fitted with 
artificial root wads. 

 
C. Model Debris Barriers 

 
One-tenth scale models of three different debris barrier 
designs were fabricated for use in the study, see Figure 5. 
The first two barrier designs are meant to float on the 
surface some distance upstream of the turbine and deflect 
incoming debris around the floating platform and the rotor, 
while minimizing the attenuation of flow velocities at the 
rotor as much as possible. The third barrier was designed to 
be mounted at the bow of the floating platform.  
 
Barrier 1A is a floating A-frame fitted with vertical tines 
extending above and below the free surface. The main A-
frame legs were each 60cm long (6 m at full scale) and the 
angle between them was 50°. The vertical tines were 
12.5 cm long and spaced 4 cm apart. The debris barrier was 
independently moored to the bottom of the flume by a single 

mooring line, and positioned a short distance ahead 
(upstream) of the model turbine. The barrier was also 
tethered to the floating platform so that the platform would 
follow the barrier whenever it moved laterally in the flow.  
 
Barrier 2A is similar to Barrier 1A, except that the two rows 
of tines were replaced by a pair of solid plates. This design 
was based on successful testing completed previously by the 
Alaska Hydrokinetic Energy Research Center [2,3]. Like 
Barrier 1A, Barrier 2A was independently moored to flume 
bottom by a single line and positioned a short distance 
upstream of the turbine. Barrier 2A was also tethered to the 
floating platform so that the platform would follow the 
barrier whenever it moved laterally in the flow. 
 
Barrier 3A featured a V-shaped “fence” comprised of 
slender steel cables supported on a slender triangular 3D 
frame mounted directly onto the bow of the floating 
platform. Each leg of the fence was 27 cm long and the 
angle between the two legs was 90°. The steel cables were 
arranged horizontally and spaced 8 mm apart. 
 
Following an initial round of testing and performance 
assessment with debris, each of model debris barriers was 
removed from the flume, modified in an attempt to improve 
its performance, and then re-installed and re-tested a second 
time. The three refined barrier designs are identified herein 
as barriers 1B, 2B, and 3B.  
 

a)  

b)  

c)  
Figure 5 : 1/10 Scale models of 3 debris barriers: a) Barrier 1A, A-
frame with tines; b) Barrier 2A, A-frame with solid plates; c) 
Barrier 3A, V-frame with cables 

Debris class FS Diameter (m) FS Length (m) MS Diameter (m) MS Length (m) Colour

Small  0.01‐0.05 0.9‐1.1 0.001‐0.005 0.09‐0.11 Orange

Medium  0.1‐0.2 4‐6 0.01‐0.02 0.4‐0.6 Purple/Yellow

Large 0.2‐0.3 8‐12 0.02‐0.03 0.8‐1.2 Blue/Pink
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Three current meters were deployed in the flume to measure 
flow velocities during the study. One was installed on the 
flume centreline, 5m upstream of the model turbine, while 
the other two were deployed on the flume centreline, a short 
distance downstream of the model turbine. 
 

D. Test Program and Procedure 
 
During the first test series, flow speeds corresponding to 1, 2 
and 3 m/s at full scale were tuned and verified for use in the 
study without any turbine model or debris barrier. In the 
next test series, the flow speeds with the floating platform 
and turbine alone (no debris barrier) were measured to 
establish the velocity deficit immediately downstream of the 
model turbine for each flow speed. Following this, six 
different series of tests were conducted in which the 
performance of one of the six different debris barrier designs 
(3 original designs + 3 modified designs) was investigated. 
In each of these test series, flow velocities were first 
measured upstream and downstream of the turbine. Next, 
single pieces of debris were added to the flow upstream of 
the model turbine and their interaction with the barrier-
turbine system was observed, see Figure 6. The behaviour of 
all three classes/sizes of debris was studied multiple times. 
Next, a small debris raft comprised of 5-10 debris pieces 
was added to the flow upstream of the turbine and its 
behaviour observed as it moved downstream. This test was 
repeated at least five times. Once all debris testing was 
completed for the 1 m/s flow speed, the speed was increased 
and the testing was repeated for the 2 m/s and 3 m/s flow 
speeds.  
 

 
Figure 6 : Single piece of large debris making contact with debris 
Barrier 2A. 

 
 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

A. Barriers 1A and 1B 
 
Barrier 1A was generally effective for smaller debris at low 
flow speeds (1 m/s), but medium sized debris tended to snag 
on the mooring line at the apex of the A-frame. Once the 
first piece of debris became snagged, subsequent incoming 
pieces tended to accumulate at the apex forming a debris 
raft, see Figure 7. Some of the larger debris pieces rode up 
on top of the barrier and were ensnared by the vertical tines. 

At higher flow speeds (2 m/s and above) portions of barrier 
1A were dragged below the surface which greatly reduced 
its effectiveness. 
 
Barrier 1A was subsequently modified to try to improve its 
performance. Barrier 1B was created by moving the 
mooring line connection further aft, removing the tines 
protruding above the waterline, and adding additional 
flotation near the A-frame apex to increase buoyancy.  
 
While barrier 1B generally performed better than barrier 1A, 
it was often ineffective at higher flow speeds and with larger 
debris sizes. In 1 m/s and 2 m/s flows, some small, medium 
and large sized debris pieces slipped below the nose/apex of 
the A-frame and became snagged on the mooring 
connection. The barrier was generally effective in deflecting 
debris pieces that contacted one the barrier legs, but some of 
the pieces contacting the barrier nose/apex become snagged 
and pinned in place. Subsequent pieces would accumulate, 
forming a debris raft.  Barrier 1C was unstable in 3 m/s 
flows, with the nose/apex oscillating vertically, sometimes 
submerged, other times emergent. As such, it was unable to 
reliably deflect debris in 3 m/s flows. 
 

 
Figure 7 : Raft of medium debris pinned at the nose of Barrier 1A 

 
B. Barriers 2A and 2B 

 
Barrier 2A was stable in 1 m/s flow and highly effective at 
deflecting smaller debris pieces away from the floating 
platform and turbine at this flow speed. However, the 
presence of small irregularities on the surface of the natural 
debris caused several medium and large size pieces to 
become snagged on the barrier’s sharp upstream nose/apex. 
One large piece of debris even became snagged at the centre 
of one of the barrier legs, suggesting that for the 1 m/s flow 
conditions, flow speeds adjacent to the barrier were 
insufficient to overcome the frictional force between the 
barrier leg and debris piece. Large debris pieces fitted with a 
root wad were more likely to become snagged on the 
upstream nose of the barrier than were similar pieces 
without a root wad. 
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Increasing the flow speed to 2 m/s caused the nose of barrier 
2A to pitch downward slightly (see Figure 8a); however, it 
remained highly effecting at deflecting smaller debris 
pieces. Testing with the medium sized debris pieces resulted 
in one of two outcomes. If the debris piece approached the 
barrier off-centre, avoiding collision with the nose, the 
debris was successfully diverted around the turbine and 
travelled harmlessly downstream. However, if the debris 
pieces struck the barrier nose they often became snagged on 
the barrier’s mooring line. The behaviour of large debris 
pieces was similar. These results suggested that the 
effectiveness of barrier 2A could be improved by modifying 
the mooring arrangement.  
 
At the 3 m/s flow speed, barrier 2A pitched further forwards 
such that the upstream nose became fully submerged (see 
Figure 8b). Testing revealed that debris pieces of all sizes 
approaching the nose of the barrier tended to ride up over 
top of the submerged nose without being deflected. Once 
past the barrier, the debris pieces often struck the floating 
platform or the turbine rotor. These results suggested that 
the effectiveness of barrier 2A might be improved by 
reducing the tendency to pitch forwards (nose down) at 
higher flow speeds. 
 

a)  

b)  
Figure 8 : Barrier 2A in: a) 2 m/s flow; and b) 3 m/s flow. 

 
Barrier 2A was subsequently modified to try to improve its 
performance. Barrier 2B was created by relocating the 
mooring line connection further aft, adding flotation near the 
barrier nose to increase buoyancy, reducing the angle 
between the two legs from 50° to 40°, and adding a rotating 
deflector bar protruding ahead of the upstream barrier nose, 
see Figure 9. 
 

  
Figure 9 : Model Barrier 2B with rotating deflector bar.  

Many of the deficiencies observed with barrier 2A noted 
previously were corrected with barrier 2B. The upstream 
nose no longer became submerged at high flow speeds and 
debris pieces were less inclined to snag on the barrier nose 
or against the mooring line. Single debris pieces contacting 
the deflector bar tended to pivot around the bar and then 
travel downstream alongside one of the barrier legs and 
away from the turbine. Because the nose remained emergent 
at all flow speeds, debris pieces were also less likely to pass 
over top of the barrier. Even though the performance of 
barrier 2B was superior to that of barrier 2A, a few debris 
pieces managed to pass under the inclined deflector bar and 
become trapped in the space between the bar and barrier 
nose. In addition, some large debris pieces fitted with root 
wads snagged on the deflector bar.  It is postulated that some 
of these deficiencies could be rectified by increasing the 
length of the deflector bar, and/or modifying the angle of the 
deflector bar relative to the waterline; however, these 
additional refinements could not tested due to a shortage of 
time. 
 

C. Barriers 3A and 3B 
 
Initial testing with barrier design 3A at 1 m/s flow speed 
revealed that when debris pieces of all sizes approached near 
the center of the barrier, the pieces often become trapped 
against the cable fence. A raft of debris tended to form as 
more debris pieces arrived and became trapped. Debris 
pieces approaching off-centre away from the barrier nose 
were more likely to be deflected away from the floating 
platform and pass harmlessly downstream. Barrier 3A 
became submerged at higher flows (2 m/s and above) and 
was ineffective at deflecting debris in these conditions.  
 
Barrier 3A was subsequently modified to try to improve its 
performance. Barrier 3B was created by replacing the cables 
with two solid pieces of sheet metal and adding flotation 
near the barrier nose to increase buoyancy. The 90° angle 
between the two legs of the barrier was retained.  
 
In 1 m/s flows, barrier 3B was generally effective in 
deflecting and clearing smaller debris, but medium and 
larger debris pieces often became pinned against either the 
barrier nose/apex or one of the barrier legs, see Figure 10. 
Debris rafts tended to form on the upstream face of the 
barrier as additional debris pieces were added to the flow. In 
2 m/s flows, the barrier pitched forwards (nose down) and 
the barrier nose became submerged, allowing smaller debris 
pieces to pass over top of the barrier and continue 
downstream. Medium and large debris pieces often became 
pinned against the barrier nose or one of the barrier legs, as 
observed in slower flows. In 3 m/s flows, all of barrier 3B 
became submerged and it was ineffective at deflecting or 
clearing debris in this condition. 
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Figure 10 : Medium and large debris pinned against barrier 3B.  

 
 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Over 250 model tests at 1/10 scale have been conducted to 
assess the performance of six different debris barrier designs 
in flow speeds up to 3 m/s. Of the six barrier designs tested, 
barrier 2B (A-frame with solid walls and rotating nose bar) 
was the most effective at protecting the floating platform 
and turbine rotor from waterborne debris. Barrier 2B 
deflected and cleared virtually all small and medium sized 
debris pieces in flow speeds up to 2 m/s, and some debris 
pieces in 3 m/s flows. Additional refinements to further 
improve the performance of Barrier 2B will be explored in 
future testing. 
 
This research contributes important new knowledge and 
information concerning the performance of debris mitigation 
systems for use with floating hydrokinetic turbines deployed 
in rivers, estuaries and coastal waters.  
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